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CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS AND FINDING 

 

After presents three chapters above, in this chapter the researcher analyzed and 

finding out the research problem they are figure of speech analysis and the 

contribution message contain in these lyrics. (1) Figure of Speech Analysis 

Soledad Lyric, I have a dream Lyric, (2) Contribution to the Message; The Role of 

Figure of Speech in Soledad, The Role of Figure of Speech in I have a Dream. 

4.1 Figure of Speech Analysis 

 4.1.1 Soledad Lyric 

The first song analysis is Soledad Lyric song of “Westlife”. To finding of 

figure of speech in this lyric, the researcher makes a table to easy for analyze. 

No Lyric Type of Figure of speech 

1. If only you could see the tears in the 

world you left behind 

If only you could heal my eyes just 

one more time 

Repetition 

2. Even when I close my eyes 

There is an image of your face 

Metaphor 

3. Why did you leave me? Rhetoric 
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4. In my heart you were the only Metaphor 

5. Why did you leave me Soledad 

In my heart you were the only 

And your memory leave on 

Why did you leave me Soledad 

Repetition 

6. After all we're meant to be love will 

bring us back to you and me 

Personification 

7. Where our love was young and free 

 

Personification 

8. I would give my life away Hyperbole 

9. Cause I can't still the voice inside of 

me 

Hyperbole 

10. That is calling out your name 

 

Personification 

11. Time will never change the things you 

tolls me 

Personification 

    

In this lyric, the researcher founds ten groups of sentences that contain of 

figure of speech. The figures of speech that appear in this lyric are repetition, 

rhetoric, metaphor, personification, and hyperbole.  

If only you could see     1 

The tears in the world you left behind  2 

If only you could heal my heart.   3 

 In the first stanza found a figure of speech named repetition. It seems in the word 

of “if only you could see” in the first line that repeated after the word “the tears in 

the world you left behind”. And beginning of the sentence in line 3
 th

; “if only you 

could heal my heart”. 
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Even when I close my eyes    4 

There's an image of your face    5 

In this line 4-5
 th

; is found as metaphor. It seems in the words of “when I close my 

eyes there is an image of your face”. Based on Cuddon‟s view (2013: 432), 

Metaphor is figure of speech that one thing is described with another term. In the 

reality when someone close the eyes, certainly just only the darkness and there is 

no image at all. So it categorized as metaphor because it compare between 

someone with his eyes. 

Why did you leave me    10 

Soledad In my heart you were the only 11 

And your memory live on   12 

Why did you leave me    13 

The repetition is in the third line. And then there is also found a repetition in the 

word of “Why did you leave me”. It is repeated after the word of “In my heart you 

were the only and your memory leave on” in line 11-12
 th

;. The repetition is in line 

10
 th

; and 13
 th

; . 

Since the day that you were gone  9 

Why did you leave me    10 

 The next figure of speech found is Rhetoric. It is located in the word of “Why 

did you leave me?” in line 10
 th

;. Based on Saduyasa‟s view (2013), Rhetoric is the 
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figure of speech that a question sentence but it does not need answer to reply this 

question, it purposes to give the confirmation, satire, and accuse about something 

effect. Because there is no word to answering the question of “Why did you leave 

me?”. So it words categorized as Rhetoric. 

Soledad In my heart you were the only 11 

And your memory live on    12 

 Metaphor is also found in line 11
 th

; “In My heart you were the only”. The writer 

tries to compare someone with part of body. In the real meaning is so impossible 

that someone replace to heart. Inside of heart is blood. So, someone similarity 

with blood position, that blood is part of body. It can say that someone is 

something important in his life. Based on Cuddon‟s view (2013: 432), Metaphor 

is figure of speech that one thing is describe with another term without using 

“like” or “as”. In this line, figure of speech that someone is describe with part of 

body. 

Where our love was young and free  15 

Can't believe just what an empty place  16 

 Personification is also found in line 15
 th

; “Where our love was young and free” 

personification seem in the words “young” and “free”. Both of them is a 

characterization of human. The writer compares love with human characterization. 

Love is nonhuman thing. In the theory of Perrin in Sari (2006:24), personification 

is the comparison of human characteristic with a noun like animal, an object, or an 
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idea. In this line, the comparison of human characteristic is expressed in the word 

of “young” and “free” with the word of “love”. 

I would give my life away  18 

If it could only be the same  19 

Hyperbole is also found in line 18
 th

; “I would give my life away”, Generally, 

everyone knows that life is something that neither can buy and sell. Talking about 

life, it deals with God. Because, it just only God that give a life and taking the life. 

There is no human being can giving a life. So, the researcher point out this 

sentence as hyperbole because it shows something excessive statement. According 

to Abrahm‟s view (1999: 80), Hyperbole is bold overstatement effect of words or 

phrase to show something with extravagant understanding. Overstatement words 

express in the “I would give my life”. The writer gives overstatement to show that 

someone who love so much and he want to do everything to someone that he 

loves although his life. Because this line consists of overstatement expression, so 

it categorized as hyperbole.  

If it could only be the same    19 

Cause I can't still the voice inside of me  20 

In line 20
 th

, it also found as hyperbole because to expressing that the writer can‟t 

forget all of memories of her lover so that express that the voice inside of me. 

Cause I can't still the voice inside of me  20 
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That is calling out your name    21 

Personification is found in line 21
 th

; “That is calling out your name” . Here, 

in the first word “That” refers to “voice”, the personification is located in 

“calling”. The word of “calling” is one of human characterization. It same with 

the theory of Alphonse (2015) personification is associating an inanimate object 

to human quality. 

Time will never change the things you tolls me    22 

After all we're meant to be love will bring us back to you and me  23 

And personification also in line 23
 th

; Something that can bring certainly has a 

place to pick everything. Here, the writer tells that love will bring them. The real 

meaning is very impossible thing that love brings two persons because love is 

abstract thing, it can‟t to bring people or thing. So it mentioned as personification 

because it similarity with unreal thing. 

4.1.2 I have a dream Lyric  

The second song analysis is “I have a dream”. This is a choice of word that 

contains of figure of speech that researcher compile to this table: 

No Lyric Type of Figure of speech 

1. I have a dream a song to sing to 

help me cope with anything 

Personification 

2. If you see the wonder of a fairy tale Allegory 
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You can take the future even if you 

fail 

3. I’ll cross the stream Hyperbole 

4. 

 

 

 

Pushing through the darkness still 

another mile 

Hyperbole 

5. I have a dream a fantasy  to help 

me through reality 

Personification 

6 I’ll cross the stream- I have a 

dream 

I’ll cross the stream- I have a 

dream 

Repetition 

 

In this lyric, researcher founds six groups of sentence that contain figure of 

speech.  There are three type of figure of speech; Hyperbole, Personification, and 

Repetition. 

I have a dream    1 

A song to sing     2  

To help me cope with anything  3 

In line 1-3
 th

, the researcher found Personification in this sentence. Human 

characterization found in the word of “help”. Dream is an abstract thing, in the 

real meaning is so impossible if just a dream can finishing problem in life. So it 

means a motivation. According to Perrin in Sari (2006 : 24), personification is the 
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comparison of human characteristic with a noun like animal, an object, or an idea.  

This line compare between “dream” and “cope”. “Dream” is categorized as idea 

or abstract thing and “cope” is categorized as human characteristic. 

If you see the wonder of a fairy tale  4 

You can take the future even if you fail 5 

Allegorical meaning is also found in lines 4-5
 th

, appropriate the definition theory 

in Bonn (2010:9), Allegory is the figure of speech which consist character 

representing things or abstract idea for the purpose to convey a message or teach 

lesson. So that allegory is abstract thing that has a meaning. In this sentence 

meaning; is if someone has a power or motivation of creating some wonder or 

ambition, they will not surrender although many kinds of obstacle face it cannot 

influence to seize of success. So the lesson can get beside this sentence is 

motivation to doing something and never give up. Because if we look to the real 

meaning of “if you see the wonder of a fairy tale, you can take the future even if 

you fail”. Fairy tale is something abstract thing that every people impossible to 

see it. And automatically every people can not to take the future if they can not to 

see the fairy tale. So this line is categorized as allegory. 

When I know the time is right for me   9 

I’ll cross the stream -I have a dream   10 

In line 10
 th 

, it is also found a hyperbole in this line. It is located in the word of 

“cross” and “stream”. The meaning of cross is passed away from something that 
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block in front of someone. And the meaning of stream is something that flow so 

hard and speedy. So the meaning of “I‟ll cross the stream”, It express of work 

hard without surrender to reach for the purpose. 

And my destination makes it worth the while   13 

Pushing through the darkness still another mile  14 

Hyperbole is also found in line 14
 th 

, it show in the word of  “pushing” , 

“darkness”, “another mile”. Hyperbolic sentence shows to purpose the overflow 

of trying hard to reach something. It seems in the word of “darkness”, its mean 

that something that unclear but he still pushing another mile. The writer express 

that someone hold out to face the obstacle in front of him. According to Bonn‟s 

view (2010: 80), Hyperbole is figure of speech that the meaning to over statement 

effect of something to achieve it.  So in this line the writer give over statement 

effect of trying hard and there is no word to stop to try before get the purpose. 

I have a dream a fantasy   11 

To help me through reality   12 

In this line is also found personification, it seem in the words of  “help”, as the 

definition of personification is the comparison between human characterization 

and nonhuman thing. In this line, comparison expressed in “ I have a dream a 

fantasy to help me through with anything” . This comparison express between 

abstract thing and human characterization. The abstract thing is show in the word  
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of “a dream a fantasy”, it is one of abstract thing because it is one of  thing that 

can not seen. 

I’ll cross the stream -I have a dream  17 

I’ll cross the stream -I have a dream  18 

In the last line, Repetition was founded here in the sentence of “I‟ll cross the 

street- I have a dream”. According to Cuddon„s view(2013 :602), repetition is an 

essential unifying element in nearly all poetry and much prose, it may consist of 

sounds, particular syllables and words, phrases, stanzas, metrical pattern, ideas, 

allusion, and shapes . So it categorized as repetition. 

4.2 Contribution to the Message  

After finding out the figure of speech that use in the song‟s of “Westlife” 

that is “Soledad” and “I have a dream”, the researcher collect the summary of the 

contribution of the message contain in these song according to the figure of 

speech that founded by the researcher. 

4.2.1 The Role of Figure of Speech in Soledad  

In this song, the title of “Soledad” tells about the love story of someone 

that he has a soul mate that called as Soledad. Soledad has gone to his love that he 

so love her very much. This man is really lost her and he feel so lonely after the 

death of Soledad. This Lyric song is one of an Elegy, because this lyric contain 

about the sadness, regret, and complain about love.  

If only you could see the tears   1 
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In the world you left behind   2 

If only you could heal my heart just one more time    3 

In line 1-3
 th

; its mean that someone who has died will not see everything 

that happen in the world, especially someone that crying because he feel so lost 

her love. It show the express of someone feeling lost of  soul mate that really love 

so much. It can also mean that death is the end of the activities of human being in 

the world.  So doing something useful in your life in order there is no regret after. 

Don‟t waste your time and use it for something useful. In order there is no regret 

in future. 

Even when I close my eyes   4 

There's an image of your face   5 

In line 4-5 
th

; as the researcher found above, this line is categorized as 

hyperbole phrase that someone can not to forget his lover because he love so 

much It means that the writer can not to forget that person who has died. The 

message that can conclude in this line is forgetting something beautiful is not easy 

way, as we know that there is no something lasting in this world. There are so 

many ways to forgetting something with doing many activities useful for good 

future. Enjoy everything happen in life and face it patient and sincere.  

 And once again I come I'll realize      6 

 You're a loss I can't replace       7 
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And the meaning in line 6-7
 th

; the writer can‟t forget someone that gone 

forever.  Although he tries hard to forget all the memories about her lover it 

always failed. So the message contain in this line is focus to the future is better 

than memorize all off beautiful past, How often we memorize past it just be 

imagination and it can not to back again. Make past as a lesson to face the future, 

Get everything mistake as the experience of life. 

Soledad It's a keeping for the lonely   8 

Since the day that you were gone    9 

Why did you leave me?   10 

In line 8-10
 th

; It means that the writer feels so lonely after the death of her 

lover. He feels so lost of his soul mate and feels deep sadness and he can not to 

receive the reality that happen in his life. And the message in this line is people 

must to adapt in everything that happen in life. Because one of factor that caused 

stress is ability to face everything problem with patient and receive the problem 

happily. 

Soledad In my heart you were the only   11 

 And your memory live on   12 

 Why did you leave me Soledad   13 

And the meaning in line 11-13
 th

; based on the lyric states the writer tells 

that he is a loyalty person. It show in the sentences of “in my heart you were the 
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only”, there is no one that stay in his heart. Another statement that he is a loyalty 

person is in the sentence of “And your memories live on”. It means that he can‟t 

forget everything about someone memories. So someone that leaves him is a 

special one. 

Walking down the streets of nothingville  14 

Where our love was young and free   15 

In line 14-15
 th 

 , it means that their love can not to die. although both of them cant 

life together . It express that their love is lasting. So the meaning in this line about 

true love can not to die although the body is not alive again. True love still exist 

and growth everything happen. True love is like parents who love their child 

without knowing the face or wealthy. 

Can't believe just what an empty place   16 

It has come to be     17 

I would give my life away    18 

If it could only be the same    19 

And the meaning in lines 16-19
 th 

; The writer express that he acquiesce in doing 

everything that make they live together . Everything can do by human being, but 

not all of the ways can do of the writer that revives bring to life. There is no one 

fighting the desire of god. The message contain in this line is every human being 
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is just only to trying but just only God to established everything else. Everyone 

can do everything what they want, except give a life for dead person. 
 
  

Cause I can't still the voice inside of me  20 

That is calling out your name    21 

In line 20-21
 th 

; in this line found a personification that compare the part of body 

and human characterization in “calling” word. The part of body that can call and 

produce of sound is located in mouth. So it is so impossible thing that the inside 

of human being can call someone. The meaning in this line is the expression of 

someone that can not to forget someone special in his life. The message that can 

conclude in this line is forgetting something beautiful is difficult thing. Regret to 

something passed away in past is useless thing. Life is must go on, so sincere 

everything in the past although it is a beautiful or sadness moment is the best way. 

Thinking the past so much is one of waste time. Although remember past or regret 

it, it can not to back again. Life is like flow water. It always flow without back to 

the place that passed away. So use the time for everything useful to prepare the 

good future. 

Time will never change the things you tolls me   22 

After all we're meant to be love will bring us back to you and me 23 

And the meaning in 22-23
 th 

; in this line is also found personification, the 

meaning in line 22
 th 

; it express that love can not lost although everything happen. 

It shows that the honest love will not replace to the time change continued. And 
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the meaning in line 23
 th 

; it express that love can concentrate between two of 

person. The message contain in these line is marriage partner will always meet 

and love will become one. 

 It can summarize the contribution message in the whole of “Soledad” lyric 

are; don‟t  love everything  in this world too much because we will lost everything 

we have and we will left it or it will be left us. There is no something or anything 

lasting in this world. World is for a while. Use the time and spend your time  for 

something useful. In order there is no regret in future. Let the past go away and 

focus to the future. Take the experience of past as the lesson to face the future. 

Don‟t worry about love, because god will give the best for his entire. In this lyric 

also show that the power of God also include for everything happen in human life. 

So the duty of human being is just only to trying hard with all of ability that they 

have and never give up to reach the dream. Don‟t forget that God is also knows 

about what the human being need and he will not just give what people want. In 

this lyric also give point message that god is the dominant thing for everything 

that happen in human life. So face everything problem with since fully. 

4.2.2 The Role of Figures of Speech in I have a dream  

Different with Soledad song, this song tells about the dream of someone 

that has a dream through the song. The writer tells the figure is someone who has 

power spirit to make it happen all of his dreams. 

I have a dream    1 

A song to sing     2  
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To help me cope with anything  3 

In line 1-3
 th

, its mean that the writer has a power to create all he wants and to 

overcome everything problem that happen in his life. The writer certain that 

everything in what his dream will be happen and it comes true. He is a kind of 

person that have positive thinking that always face everything problems with the 

positive side. He also certain that everything problem has solution. It sense in the 

words of “A song to sing”, it means that a problem to solving. So the message in 

these lines is everyone has to have dream and the purposes of life in order life to 

be real life and full of meaning life.  

If you see the wonder of a fairy tale  4 

You can take the future even if you fail 5 

This line is categorized as Allegory, as we know that allegory is figure of speech 

that has purpose meaning to convey a message or lesson to teach moral, 

religious, and political purposes. So there is message or lesson by the writer to 

convey the reader or listener. In this lines, it means that if you have a key of 

power, you will not surrender to reach all of your dreams although there are so 

many problem faces to you, you will to pass away. Because, you will not feel 

satisfied if you haven‟t get a successful. The writer always to trying hard until 

gets the purposes with all of the ability. The main point meaning messages in line 

4-5
 th

, motivation is the important to doing everything activities in this world, if 

you find your motivation you will get everything what you dream or ambition 

without surrender at all.  
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I believe in angels    6 

 Something good in everything I see   7 

 I believe in angels    8 

When I know the time is right for me  9 

In line 6-9
 th

, It means that the writer is kind of someone that always has positive 

thinking and he sure that everything is very enjoyable and everything will be 

beautiful in the time. If someone can look everything happen in many side not just 

one side only.  In the word of “when I know the time is right for me” it also 

express that patient is also one important think, because to waiting the time for 

something is also need a patient. So the message contain in this line is people 

must to have be enjoyable, be patient, and be positive thinking because everything 

plan of God are better than people‟s plan. 

I’ll cross the stream -I have a dream  10 

I have a dream a fantasy   11 

To help me through reality   12 

In this sentence the writer repeated the sentence of word “I have a dream” as the 

pushing of certainly that he has a dream that will be happens. Once more 

statement phrase that the writer is someone has positive thinking to face 

everything happen in his life. And it also describes that someone that he never 

give up and he always trying to reach some goal. And the message that we get in 

this line is we must be always positive thinking and never give up to finishing the 

problem.  

And my destination makes it worth the while  13 
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Pushing through the darkness still another mile 14 

In this line 14
 th

, the researcher categorized as hyperbole, because it express the 

overstatement about someone who work hard. The writer show the express of  

someone character that so work hard, it seem in the phrase of “pushing through 

the darkness still another mile” . As the finding of figure of speech above, this 

line categorized as hyperbole, the writer express about someone that trying hard 

to reach something of dream or ambition. Although like that, the writer also 

express that someone who try hard that he did not complain or feel sad to doing 

that. But he feels so happy to working hard like that and he considers that as the 

perfection thing in his life. The message contribute in this line is everyone have 

to try powerfully, never give up, everything problem happen will be finish 

because there is problem there is solution.  

 It can summarize that the contribution message in the whole of “I have a 

dream” song of Westlife is; everyone has to have dream and the purposes of life 

in order life to be real life and full of meaning life. Motivation is the important to 

doing everything activities in this world, if you find your motivation you will get 

everything what you dream or ambition without surrender at all. We must be 

always positive thinking and never give up to finishing the problem. Everyone 

have to try powerfully, never give up, everything problem happen will be finish 

because there is problem there is solution. 
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4.3 Figure of Speech Finding 

 After the figures of speech in the Westlife‟s song “Soledad” and “I Have a 

Dream” was founded. The researcher summarized all of the finding of figures of 

speech in this table below:  

No Title of Song Figures of Speech Total Located In 

1 Soledad Repetition 2 1. In line 1-3
 th

 

2. In line 10-13
th

 

Hyperbole 2 1. In line 20 
th

 

2. In line 18
th

 

Metaphor 2 1. In line 4-5
th 

2. In line 11
th 

Personification 4 1. In line  15
th

 

2. In line 21 
th

 

3. In line 22
th

 

4. In line 23
th

 

Rhetoric 1 1. In line  10
th

 

2 I Have a Dream Allegory 1 1. In line 4-5 
th

 

Hyperbole 2 1. In line 14
th

 

2. In line 10
th

 

Personification 2 1. In line 1 
th

 

2. In line 11
th

 

Repetition 1 1. In line 17-18 
th
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 In Soledad Lyric was founded there are five type of figures of speech, they 

are repetition, rhetoric, metaphor, personification, and hyperbole. Repetition was 

founded in line 1-3
 th

 and line 10-13
th

. Rhetoric was founded in line 10
 th

. 

Metaphor was founded in line 4-5 and 11
th

. Personification was founded in line 

15
th

, line 21 
th

, line 22
th

, and In line 23
th

. Hyperbole was founded in line 20 
th  

and 

in line 18
th

.  

   In I Have a Dream lyric was founded three type of figures of speech, they 

are hyperbole, personification, and repetition. Hyperbole was founded in line 14
th

 

and line 10
th

. Personification was founded in line 1
th 

and line 11
th

. Repetition was 

founded in line 17-18. 

 

4.4 Contribution Message Finding 

 After the contribution message was founded, the researcher summarized 

all of the message in the table below: 

No The Title of Song Contribution Message 

1 Soledad 1. Everyone will be left by his lover except love 

to God. 

2. Focus to the future.  

3. God is the dominant thing for everything that 

happens in human life. 
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4. Loyalty is one important thing character. 

2 I Have a Dream 1. Get a dream, believe it, and make it happen. 

2. Finding the motivation to reach the dream. 

3. Never give up. 

4. Be positive thinking. 

 

In Soledad message that concluded by researcher are; everyone will be left 

by his lover except love to God, so love everything in this world properly. And 

the second message is focus to the future, because past was passed away. The 

third message is the certainty of god as the dominant in every happen in life.  And 

the last message, the writer shows that loyalty person although her lover was dead. 

Loyalty person is very appearing expression feel in this song. 

In I Have a Dream, the messages convey are; take a dream, believe it, and 

make it happen. The first message ask the reader or listener to have a dream  and  

try to make it happen everything dream of someone have. And trying with full of 

the motivation, because motivation is the important thing in and never give up to 

reach it, and always be positive thinking in every situation. 

 

 

 


